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Abstract
We compare dierent kinds of rst-order models of objects and mes-
sage passing, as found in object-oriented programming languages. We
show that generic function models can easily simulate record models for
static, class-based languages. We explore type systems for such languages,
and show that our simulation preserves typing. Algebraic models emerge
as abstractions of the generic function model that suppress details that
are irrelevant for client code.
1 Introduction
Along with the promise of reuse, object-oriented (OO) techniques bring several
challenges. A key problem that our research addresses is how to verify (or reason
about) code that uses message passing and subtype polymorphism.
Our research on such questions has been mostly model-theoretic [18, 29, 30,
31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. However, the models we use may seem, at rst glance, to
have little to do with standard OO programming languages, such as Smalltalk-
80 [24], C++ [50], Eiel [42] and Java [2, 25]. Such single-dispatching languages
seem to be better modeled by models in which objects resemble records, and
message passing is modeled by looking up a method in the object record. By
contrast, the models we use resemble multiple-dispatching OO languages such
as CLOS [44], Dylan [48], and Cecil [11, 12].

The work of both authors was supported in part by NSF grant CCR-9593168.
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In this paper we describe and relate these various kinds of models. In doing
so we also establish some connections between class-based single-dispatching
and multiple-dispatching OO languages. We also describe the ways in which
our models are abstractions of the semantics of multiple-dispatching OO pro-
gramming languages. In this way we hope to make clear the connection between
class-based single-dispatching OO languages and our work.
Our research has concentrated on the verication of client code. Client
code manipulates objects by sending them messages. Unlike the code used to
implement OO classes, client code does not access the internal elds of objects.
Client code is thus insulated from changes in to the internal details of objects.
In this paper we aim to help readers relate our models to the semantics of
the most familiar OO languages. To that end we explore the semantics of client
code in such class-based single-dispatching languages and relate them to the
semantics of multiple-dispatching languages in the rst section below. In the
following section we relate type systems appropriate for the two kinds of models.
Following that, we relate the semantics of multiple-dispatching languages to our
algebraic models. For those more familiar with such models, we also relate our
style of model to order-sorted and category-sorted models.
2 Semantics of Objects and Message Passing
Many semantics of OO languages have appeared in the literature. (See Abadi
and Cardelli's book [1] and Castagna's book [9] for surveys.) Since we are
concerned with client code, we can largely avoid the knotty semantical problems
of modeling inheritance (see, for example [3, 15, 16, 28]). Instead, we focus on
the semantics of objects and message passing from the client's point-of-view.
Our aim is to relate the semantics of client expressions in class-based single-
dispatching languages to those in multiple-dispatching languages. We start with
the class-based single-dispatching languages.
2.1 Record-based Models
One way to model objects in an OO language is as a record containing data and
method (operation) elds [1, 7]. Although this model of objects is somewhat
naive [1, Section 6.7], it has the virtue of familiarity and simplicity. This kind
of model is most appropriate for prototype languages such as Self [49, 51] and
others [19, 37]. The inclusion of methods in objects allows great exibility, since,
for example, a program can create an unbounded number of objects, each with
dierent methods.
Including methods in objects is somewhat of an abstraction of the most
popular class-based languages, Smalltalk-80, C++, Eiel, and Java. In such
class-based languages methods are typically accessed indirectly through a class
pointer, because all objects of the same class share the same methods. Fur-
thermore, we will ignore Smalltalk and Java's ability to dene new classes at
run-time, so that the set of classes (and hence methods) is statically deter-
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minable. We calls such languages static, class-based languages. We study static,
class-based languages in this paper because they can be simulated by multiple-
dispatch generic function languages, which are closer to our algebraic models.
(Furthermore, prototype-based languages have been very extensively studied
already [1].) The reader should keep in mind, however, that we are limiting
ourselves to a subset of the single-dispatching languages.
We now describe models for static, class-based single-dispatching languages
in detail.
Ignoring the possibility of mutation, a record model tailored to static, class-
based languages can be dened with the following semantic domains. (As usual,
we list our abbreviations for typical elements to the left.) Objects are records,
and records are themselves modeled as nite functions from a domain of record
labels to either data or methods.
(
r
; 
c
) 2 REnvironment = (Identier
n
! Data) (ClassId
n
! RMethDict)
I 2 Identier
d 2 Data = Int + Bool + Object + Data
*
o 2 Object = ClassId  Record
r 2 Record = (Label
n
! Data)
l; g 2 Label = Identier
t 2 ClassId = Identier
c 2 RMethDict = (Label
n
! Method)
m 2 Method = Data ! Data
?
A ClassId is just a name; the second (
c
) part of the environment is used to
map each such class name to its method dictionary. Method dictionaries map
method names (labels) to methods [52]. The class of an object is contained
in the object itself. Hence sending a message in this model means selecting a
method from an object's class, using the method's label, and calling the code
that is found as in a procedure call. (Note also that no concurrency is necessarily
involved.)
The syntax of a message send expression is E
0
.l(E
1
). Semantically, this
applies the function E
0
.l to the argument E
1
. In the jargon, however, this is
thought of as sending the message l(E
1
), with message name l and argument
(E
1
) to the object denoted by E
0
.
Besides the explicit argument passed in a message, a method also has access
to the object that is being sent the message (E
0
in E
0
.l(E
1
)). This object
is called self in Smalltalk, and this in Java. It is also called the implicit or
default argument of a method. A method obtains access to self in one of two
ways [1, Section 6.7].
 Methods can be constructed as xpoints of premethods (functionals that
take self as an argument) [16, 15, 28], which builds in self.
 Methods can be explicitly passed self as the method's rst argument
when called [43].
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These two variations turn out to be equivalent [5], although the rst variation
has problems in explaining method update [1, Section 6.7.2]. For our purposes
the second variation is more convenient. We therefore give the following seman-
tics for identier, message send, and tupling expressions. In this semantics, the
environment is written as (
r
; 
c
) and we ignore mutation. (The typographical
conventions used is this semantics are from Schmidt's book [47]. The cases
expression is used for disjoint union types, with functions of the form \inX"
being injections into the disjoint union from the domain X and \isX" being a
test to see if an element of the disjoint union was injected from X . Pattern
matching with isX is also used, and binds data to the names given, as in ML
and Haskell. For example, consider the following formula.
cases inInt(1) of
isInt(j) ! j + j
else ! 3
end
This has the value 2.)
E
r
: Expression! REnvironment! Data
?
E
r
[[I ]](
r
; 
c
) = 
r
(I)
E
r
[[E
0
.l(E
1
)]](
r
; 
c
) =
cases E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
) of
isObject(I; r) ! 
c
(I)(l)(inObject(I; r); E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
))
else ! ?
end
E
r
[[(E
1
; : : : ; E
n
)]](
r
; 
c
) = (E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
); : : : ; E
r
[[E
n
]](
r
; 
c
))
These three kinds of expressions we call client expressions . Other client
expressions could easily be added, but we specically prohibit a client expression
from directly extracting the data elds of an object; this prohibition promotes
information hiding.
2.2 Generic Function Models
A second way to model objects is an abstraction of multiple-dispatching OO
languages such as CLOS, Dylan, and Cecil. In this kind of model, objects only
contain data, not methods. The methods are moved outside the object [9, 10].
All methods with the same name are grouped into a generic function, which
also has that name. Hence we call this kind of model a generic function model.
To be symmetric with the class-based record model presented above, we
present a class-based generic function model as well. This is again a restriction
in the space of generic function languages; for example, Cecil is not class-based.
Our model also ignores object identity and the possibility of mutation. The
Data, Object, Record, Method, Label, ClassId, and Identier domains are ex-
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actly the same as in the record model, but are repeated here for convenience.
(
d
; 
f
) 2 GEnvironment = (Identier
n
! Data) (Label
n
! GGenFun)
I 2 Identier
d 2 Data = Int + Bool + Object + Data
*
o 2 Object = ClassId  Record
r 2 Record = Label
n
! Data
l; g 2 Label = Identier
I 2 ClassId = Identier
ct 2 ClassIdTree = ClassId + ClassIdTree
*
f 2 GGenFun = ClassIdTree
n
! Method
m 2 Method = Data ! Data
?
As in the record model, environments are composed of two parts. The main
dierence is the ways the second part of the environment is organized. In the
generic function model, the second part (
f
) groups all methods with the same
name into a generic function, which can be used to select a method based on
the class of the argument. This is inverted from the record model, where the
second part of the environment groups methods by class, and uses the method
name to select the method from a class's method dictionary.
In the generic function model, message passing means selecting a method
from a generic function and calling it. Method selection from a generic function
is based on the classes of arguments of a message, which may, in general, be
trees of class names. Formally our model of such trees is given by the domain
ClassIdTree above. We reserve the class names int and bool for the built-
in types. This allows us to dene the class tree for a data element with the
following (strict) function.
classOf : Data
?
! ClassIdTree
?
classOf (inInt(i)) = inClassId(int)
classOf (inBool(b)) = inClassId(bool)
classOf (inObject(I; r)) = inClassId(I)
classOf (inData(d
1
; : : : ; d
n
)) = inClassIdTree
*
(classOf (d
1
); : : : ; classOf (d
n
))
We use tuple notation to abbreviate these trees. That is, we write I for
inClassId(I), (I
1
; : : : ; I
n
) for inClassIdTree
*
(inClassId(I
1
); : : : ; inClassId(I
n
)),
etc. (This abbreviation matches the grammar for product types in the next
section.) Thus, for example, classOf (inObject(I; r); d) = (I; classOf (d)).
In the record model, messages cannot be sent to tuples, but in essence that
is what multiple dispatch does in the generic function model. Thus, if a generic
function is called with a tuple of arguments, it dispatches based on all the
arguments. In our class-based generic function model, the dispatch is be based
on a tuple of class names for the objects in the arguments. This contrasts with
the record model, in which the method selected is based on the class of the rst
(implicit) argument only. Multiple dispatch has some expressiveness advantages
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in practice, since the dispatch can be done symmetrically [11]. In particular,
the generic function model helps solve part of the \binary method problem" [4].
Since generic functions are found in the second part of the environment, the
syntax used with this model is typically chosen to match this semantics. That
is, instead of writing E
0
.l(E
1
), one writes l(E
0
; E
1
). The semantics of the
resulting client expressions is as follows.
E
g
: Expression! GEnvironment! Data
?
E
g
[[I ]](
d
; 
f
) = 
d
(I)
E
g
[[l(E)]] (
d
; 
f
) = 
f
(l)(classOf (E
g
[[E]](
d
; 
f
)))(E
g
[[E]](
d
; 
f
))
E
g
[[(E
1
; : : : ; E
n
)]](
d
; 
f
) = (E
g
[[E
1
]](
d
; 
f
); : : : ; E
g
[[E
n
]](
d
; 
f
))
2.3 Comparing the Record and Generic Function Models
As one can see, the two kinds of models are similar, but there are two main
dierences.
 The way the second part of the environment is organized.
 In the generic function model, the method invoked depends, in general,
on all of the arguments in the message, not just on the implicit argument.
We now discuss how to simulate each model with the other.
2.3.1 Simulating Generic Functions in the Record Model
Because of the second dierence noted above, simulating the generic function
model with the record model is not very elegant [4]. There are at least two ways
to go about such a simulation, however.
One simulation simulates an n-ary generic function
1
that can handle k dif-
ferent types of arguments in each argument position by k
n+1
  k methods in
the record model [4, 27]. For example, to simulate a binary generic function
named add that works on the types Int, and Float, one would have 6 methods,
as follows. (More explanation follows the code.)
class Int implements Number
...
method add(o:Number): Number = o.addToInt(self)
method addToInt(o:Int): Number = ...
method addToFloat(o:Float): Number = ...
end
class Float implements Number
...
method add(o: Number): Number = o.addToFloat(self)
method addToInt(o: Int): Number = ...
1
A generic function can be considered to be n-ary if it takes a tuple of n elements for its
argument type.
6
mehhod addToFloat(o: Float): Number = ...
end
In the coding above, we assume that Number is a common supertype of Int and
Float. The two methods named add, found in objects of type Int and Float,
dispatch to one of the four methods named addToInt or addToFloat. Each of
these methods knows both its second argument's type and the type of self, so
they can actually do the addition.
A second simulation of the generic function model by the record model uses
objects that act like tuples of objects [4, Section 3.2]. In this simulation, one
forms the argument tuple sent to a generic function object into a single object,
whose type acts like the product of the argument types of the generic function.
This has the disadvantage of using k
n
such new types of objects, each with
one method, to simulate an n-ary generic function that can handle k dierent
argument types in each position. Still, this is fewer methods than needed by
the rst technique. This simulation also points out importance of dispatching
on product types (tuples) in the generic function model.
2.3.2 Simulating the Record Model by the Generic Function Model
The simulation of the class-based record model by the class-based generic func-
tion model, while more straightforward and obvious in some ways, seems to be
less well known. The basic idea is very simple. For each method in the record
model of the form
class MyType
...
method foo(x: T): S = E
end
one takes this method out of the class of denition, and adds the implicit argu-
ment to it, making it look as follows.
class MyType
...
end
method foo(self: MyType, x: T): S = E
The semantics groups these methods into generic functions.
Taking methods out of classes points out one problem with the generic func-
tion model, which is how to achieve information hiding. That can be solved by
scoping [14], but the solution is outside the scope of this paper, since it does
not concern client expressions.
We remind the reader that our simulation will only work for static, class-
based languages. If we were not trying to simulate a static, class-based record
model, we would have the following problems in working out the simulation in
detail.
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 How could one nd all the methods with the same name?
If the methods were only found in objects, we would have to nd all objects
reachable from a given environment, which is not computable in general.
Having the classes be statically-known eliminates this problem.
 If objects contained methods, then two objects might dier only in their
methods. Since the methods are not present in objects of the generic
function model, how would such objects be distinguished by a generic
function?
Our use of a class-based model for objects avoids this problem, because
the class of objects in the record model distinguishes two objects that
would otherwise appear identical.
In summary, it seems that the generic function model cannot eectively
simulate an arbitrary record model, but only one derived from a static, class-
based language.
We now formalize the simulation of the static, class-based record model
by the class-based generic function model in precise detail. This may make the
simulation look more complex than it is, but we hope the details are instructive.
A translation from client expressions in the record model to those in the
generic function model is given below by the function toGF . This transla-
tion is only dened for the client expressions we have been considering, but
it could easily be extended to encompass additional client expressions such as
if -expressions.
Denition 2.1 Let E be a client expression in the record syntax. Then toGF(`E')
is an expression in the generic function syntax dened as follows.
toGF(`I') = I
toGF(`E
0
.l(E
1
)') = l(toGF(`(E
0
,E
1
)'))
toGF(`(E
1
; : : : ; E
n
)') = (toGF(`E
1
'); : : : ; toGF(`E
n
'))
For this translation to work, the environment must contain generic functions
that simulate the methods found in the objects of the record model. The fol-
lowing denes a function that translates a record model's environment to an
environment in the generic function model that can simulate it.
simRenv : REnvironment! GEnvironment
simRenv(
r
; 
c
) = (
d
; 
f
)
where 
d
= 
r

f
= f(l; gfFor(
c
; l)) j c 2 range(
c
); l 2 domain(c)g
To construct a generic function for an environment and a label, we use the
method from the rst argument's class in the record model. This works because
the domains of data are the same in the two models, and because we will only
be passing to the record model's methods objects that come from it to begin
with. We only deal with generic functions that take a pair of arguments, since
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that is what the translation produces from calls to methods in the record model.
Notice also that the dispatch ignores the second argument, since, after all, this
is simulating single dispatch!
gfFor : (ClassId
n
! RMethDict) Label! GGenFun
gfFor (
c
; l) = (I; ct) : 
c
(I)(l)
Once the simulating environment has been constructed, the following theo-
rem holds.
Theorem 2.2 Let (
r
; 
c
) 2 REnvironment be an environment. Let E be a
client expression in the record syntax. Then the following holds.
E
g
[[toGF(`E')]](simRenv(
r
; 
c
)) = E
r
[[E]](
r
; 
c
)
Proof: (By structural induction on E.)
Let (
d
; 
f
) be dened as follows.
(
d
; 
f
) = simRenv(
r
; 
c
) (1)
Then by denition of simRenv , the following hold.

d
(I) = 
r
(I) (2)

f
(l) = gfFor(
c
; l) (3)
For the base case, suppose E is an identier, I . We calculate as follows.
E
g
[[toGF(`I')]](simRenv (
r
; 
c
))
= hby denition of toGF , equation (1)i
E
g
[[I ]](
d
; 
f
)
= hby denition of E
g
i

d
(I)
= hby equation (2)i

r
(I)
= hby denition of E
r
i
E
r
[[I ]](
r
; 
c
)
For the inductive cases, the inductive hypothesis is that the result holds for
each subexpression.
Suppose E is of the form E
0
.l(E
1
). We calculate as follows.
E
g
[[toGF(`E
0
:l(E
1
)')]](simRenv (
r
))
= hby denition of toGF , equation (1)i
E
g
[[l(toGF(`(E
0
; E
1
)'))]](
d
; 
f
)
= hby denition of E
g
i

f
(l)(classOf (E
g
[[toGF(`(E
0
; E
1
)')]](
d
; 
f
)))
(E
g
[[toGF(`(E
0
; E
1
)')]](
d
; 
f
))
= hby the inductive hypothesisi
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f
(l)(classOf (E
r
[[(E
0
; E
1
)]](
r
; 
c
)))(E
r
[[(E
0
; E
1
)]](
r
; 
c
))
= hby equation (3)i
gfFor (
c
; l)(classOf (E
r
[[(E
0
; E
1
)]](
d
; 
f
)))(E
r
[[(E
0
; E
1
)]](
d
; 
f
))
= hby the denition of E
r
i
gfFor (
c
; l)(classOf (E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
); E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
)))
(E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
); E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
))
Now there are two cases.
If isObject(E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
)) is false, then the last formula in the calculation
above is ?. But in this case, E
r
[[E
0
:l(E
1
)]](
r
; 
c
) is also ?, by denition of E
r
.
So the result holds in this case.
In the second case, E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
) is in the Object summand of Data. So we
can make the following abbreviations corresponding to the bindings introduced
in the denition of gfFor .
d
0
= E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
) (4)
d
1
= E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
) (5)
Also let (I; r
0
) be the object in d
0
. That is the following holds.
d
0
= inObject(I; r
0
) (6)
Now we continue our calculation.
E
g
[[toGF(`E
0
:l(E
1
)')]](simRenv (
r
; 
c
))
= hby the previous calculationi
gfFor (
c
; l)(classOf (E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
); E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
)))
(E
r
[[E
0
]](
r
; 
c
); E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
))
= hby the abbreviations above for d
0
and d
1
i
gfFor (
c
; l)(classOf (d
0
; d
1
))(d
0
; d
1
)
= hby equation (6)i
gfFor (
c
; l)(classOf (inObject(I; r
0
); d
1
))(inObject(I; r
0
); d
1
)
= hby denition of classOf (using our notational abbreviation)i
gfFor (
c
; l)(I; classOf (d
1
))(inObject(I; r
0
); d
1
)
= hby denition of gfFor i

c
(I)(l)(inObject(I; r
0
); d
1
)
= hby denition of E
r
and the abbreviations abovei
E
r
[[E
0
:l(E
1
)]](
r
; 
c
)
This completes the case where E is a message send expression.
Suppose E is of the form (E
1
; : : : ; E
n
), where n  0. We calculate as follows.
E
g
[[toGF(`(E
1
; : : : ; E
n
)')]](simRenv (
r
; 
c
))
= hby denition of toGF i
E
g
[[(toGF(`E
1
'); : : : ; toGF(`E
n
'))]](simRenv(
r
; 
c
))
= hby denition of E
g
i
(E
g
[[toGF(`E
1
')]](simRenv(
r
; 
c
)); : : : ; E
g
[[toGF(`E
n
')]](simRenv(
r
; 
c
)))
= hby the inductive hypothesisi
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(E
r
[[E
1
]](
r
; 
c
); : : : ; E
r
[[E
n
]](
r
; 
c
))
= hby denition of E
r
i
(E
r
[[(E
1
; : : : ; E
n
)]](
r
; 
c
)
Note that this simulation does not aect integers and booleans, hence the
translation toGF preserves observable outputs (i.e., integer and boolean results)
from client expressions.
2.4 Discussion
The main conclusions from the simulations described above are the follow-
ing. First, it seems to take exponentially many objects or methods for the
record model to simulate the generic function model. Second, the generic func-
tion model can only simulate a class-based record model with statically-known
classes.
Since the class-based generic function and record models can each simulate
each other, in some narrow, technical sense they are equivalent. However, as a
practical matter, the ability of one model to simulate the other is not the same
thing as ease of programming a simulation of one model in the other.
While we spent more eort on the simulation of the record model with the
generic function model, that simulation requires less programming eort, since
it simply rearranges the information present in the record model in a way that
is standard when programming in the generic function model.
On the one hand, the known simulations of the generic function model by the
record model are not as easy, and engender an explosion in either the number
of methods or the number of objects [4]. Hence, as a practical programming
matter, one can fairly say that multiple-dispatching languages are more exible
(expressive) than single-dispatching languages.
On the other hand, there is some expressive power gained by the general case
of the record model, one that is not based on classes, that seems dicult for the
generic function model to simulate. But the most popular single-dispatching
languages, C++, Java, Eiel, and Smalltalk, are all class-based, so this expres-
sive power gain may not be that important in practice.
Our theoretical modeling activity has been based on abstractions of the class-
based generic function model. The idea is that it is easy to take a particular
instance of a static, class-based record model and transform it to such a model,
and in that setting use our results. Since reasoning about programs is a static
activity, the assumption that the set of classes is statically-known seems like a
small limitation.
3 Typing and Subtyping
The purpose of a type system is to enforce data abstraction and to prevent
obviously incorrect programs. From the point of view of client code, we can
enforce data abstraction in an OO language by not allowing clients direct access
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to data elds in objects. Obviously incorrect programs can be prevented if the
type system prevents sending messages that will not nd a method or that have
the wrong number of arguments. (The type system should also prevent looking
up identiers that are not in the environment.)
In the following we discuss type systems that are appropriate to the record
and generic function models, and compare them.
3.1 Types in the Record Model
We use the following as the abstract syntax of type attributes for the class-
based record model. (As might be guessed from the names, the DataType and
MethodType attributes will be the same in the generic function model.)
RT; T; S; U 2 RecordModelType
D 2 DataType
M 2 MethodType
RMD 2 RecordMethDictType
I 2 Identier
l 2 Label
T ::= D j M j RMD
RD ::= int j bool j I j (D
1
; : : : ; D
n
) where n  0
M ::= D
1
! D
2
RMD ::= [l
1
:M
1
; : : : ; l
n
:M
n
] where n  0
Order of the bindings in a method dictionary type does not matter, and
duplicate labels are not allowed. We will sometimes abbreviate product types
using vector notation, such as
~
D.
To handle recursive types, such as the types of methods that return self,
the type environment will associate class names to method dictionary types.
This is similar to using recursive type binders ( types) [1, Chapter 9].
Following the semantics, type environments in the record model consist of a
pair of nite functions.
(
r
; 
c
) 2 RTypeEnv = (Identier
n
! DataType)
 (ClassId
n
! RecordMethDictType)
A type U is a subtype of T , written U  T , and T is a supertype of U , if data
of type U can be used in place of data of type T without type error. For object
types, this means that every message that can be sent to a T object can also be
sent to a U object. A message with name l
i
can be sent to an object o if o's class
is bound in the class part (
c
) of the type environment to a method dictionary
type, and if that method dictionary type binds the label l
i
to a method type,
D
i
! D
0
i
, such that the type of the argument is D
i
. Hence, U must have all the
methods of T , and perhaps some extra methods.
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Cardelli was the rst to propose a sound type system that can statically
determine subtyping for the function, and immutable record and variant types
[7]. We adapt Cardelli's algorithm for deciding subtype relationships to our
situation in the following inference rules. These rules are given with respect to
the class part of the type environment, 
c
, which maps class names to method
dictionary types. This reects the type system's static knowledge about classes.
Note, however, that, although class names are used, subtyping is decided struc-
turally. In eect, this is very similar to the use of a recursive type binder (usually
written  [1, Chapter 9]).
(As usual, the hypotheses are above the horizontal line, the conclusion below,
the rule name in square brackets to the left, and side conditions to the right.
Judgements of the form 
c
` S  T mean that one can prove that S is a subtype
of T .)
[re] 
c
` T  T
[tran]

c
` S  U; 
c
` U  T

c
` S  T
[id-1]

c
` S  T

c
` I  T
if (I; S) 2 
c
[id-2]

c
` T  S

c
` T  I
if (I; S) 2 
c
[fun]

c
` T
0
 T;` S  S
0

c
` (T ! S)  (T
0
! S
0
)
[prod]

c
` T
1
 T
0
1
; : : : ; 
c
` T
n
 T
0
n

c
` (T
1
; : : : ; T
n
)  (T
0
1
; : : : ; T
0
n
)
if n  0
[rmd]

c
` T
1
 T
0
1
; : : : ; 
c
` T
n
 T
0
n

c
` [l
1
:T
1
; : : : ; l
n
:T
n
; l
n+1
:T
n+1
; : : : ; l
m
:T
m
]
 [l
1
:T
0
1
; : : : ; l
n
:T
0
n
]
if 0  n  m
The rule for function types [fun] is called the \contravariant rule." One conse-
quence of this rule is that if a method dictionary type RMD is a subtype of
RMD
0
, then the argument types of the common methods in RMD must be
supertypes of their types in RMD
0
[8, 17, 1].
We dene the \domain" of a method dictionary type as follows.
domain([l
1
:M
1
; : : : ; l
n
:M
n
]) = fl
1
; : : : ; l
n
g (7)
As one goes up the subtyping lattice of method dictionary types, the domains
can only shrink, not expand.
Lemma 3.1 Let RMD and RMD
0
be elements of RecordMethDictType. If

c
` RMD  RMD
0
then domain(RMD
0
)  domain(RMD):
Type checking client expressions with respect to a type environment boils
down to the following rules, which are again adapted from Cardelli's rules [1, 7].
(As usual, the type environment, written (
r
; 
c
), is written to the left of the
turnstile (`) in judgements that expressions have a given type.)
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[id] (
r
; 
c
) ` I :T if 
r
(I) = T
[msg]

c
` T
0
 [l:T
1
! S];
(
r
; 
c
) ` E
0
:T
0
; (
r
; 
c
) ` E
1
:T
1
(
r
; 
c
) ` E
0
:l(E
1
):S
[tup]
(
r
; 
c
) ` E
1
:T
1
; : : : ; (
r
; 
c
) ` E
n
:T
n
(
r
; 
c
) ` (E
1
; : : : ; E
n
): (T
1
; : : : ; T
n
)
if n  0
In the [msg] rule, we depend on the subtyping rules to massage the type of
E
0
instead of using a subsumption rule (as does Cardelli [1, 7]), but this detail
has no great weight.
We note the following facts about this proof system for later use. Its proof
is an easy consequence of the denitions.
Lemma 3.2 If (
r
; 
c
) ` E : T then T 2 DataType.
3.2 Types in the Generic Function Model
We use the following as the abstract syntax of type attributes for the generic
function model. We repeat the denitions of the DataType and MethodType
attributes for convenience.
GT; T; S; U 2 GFModelType
D 2 DataType
M 2 MethodType
GF 2 GenericFunctionType
I; l 2 Identier
T ::= D j M j GF
D ::= int j bool j I j (D
1
; : : : ; D
n
) where n  0
M ::= D
1
! D
2
GF ::= fM
1
; : : : ;M
n
g where n  0
The order of the method types in fM
1
; : : : ;M
n
g does not matter, and the ar-
gument types of each of the M
i
must all be pairwise distinct. (See also [9] for a
monotonicity requirement on such types that we are postponing discussing until
later.)
Since there are no method dictionaries in the generic function model, it is
not immediately obvious how to do decide subtype relationships structurally.
Recall that, in the record model, class names could be mapped to a method
dictionary type, but it is not clear what the analogous information would be
that would allow structural type decisions to be made about subtyping and
type checking. For this reason, and also to promote information hiding, generic
function languages often feature by-name type checking. This is the case, for
example, in Cecil [13], and in the theoretical work of Castagna et al. [9, 10].
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Since there is no structural information about class names, the rules for de-
termining subtype relationships rely on an assumed subtype ordering on atomic
(i.e., non-tuple) class names. This assumed ordering is given the name A in the
rules below; it is a preorder on type names. We assume that the base types int
and bool are in the domain of A, but are not related to any other names by A.
Class names that are tuples are handled by the rules below.
The following rules determining subtyping relationships in this model. The
rule [gf-g] is from the &-calculus [9, Page 46][10].
[re-g] A ` T  T
[tran-g]
A ` S  U;A ` U  T
A ` S  T
[base-g] A ` S  T if (S; T ) 2 A
[fun-g]
A ` T
0
 T;` S  S
0
A ` (T ! S)  (T
0
! S
0
)
[prod-g]
A ` T
1
 T
0
1
; : : : ; A ` T
n
 T
0
n
A ` (T
1
; : : : ; T
n
)  (T
0
1
; : : : ; T
0
n
)
if n  0
[gf-g]
81  i  n: 91  j  m: A ` S
j
 T
i
A ` fS
1
; : : : ; S
m
g  fT
1
; : : : ; T
n
g
if n  0, m  0
Following the semantics, type environments in the generic function model
consist of a pair of nite functions.
(
d
; 
f
) 2 GTypeEnv = (Identier
n
! DataType)
 (Label
n
! GenericFunctionType)
In the typing rules below, judgements of the form A; (
d
; 
f
) ` E:T mean
that assuming the atomic subtyping relationships in A and the typings in
(
d
; 
f
), the expression E has type T .
[id-g] A; (
d
; 
f
) ` I :T if 
d
(I) = T
[msg-g]
A ` U  fT ! Sg; A; (
d
; 
f
) ` E:T
A; (
d
; 
f
) ` l(E):S
if 
f
(l) = U
[tup-g]
A; (
d
; 
f
) ` E
1
:T
1
; : : : ; A; (
d
; 
f
) ` E
n
:T
n
A; (
d
; 
f
) ` (E
1
; : : : ; E
n
): (T
1
; : : : ; T
n
)
if n  0
3.3 Comparing Types in the two Models
Informally, several facets of the two type systems stand out in comparison.
 Type checking is by-name in the generic function model, hence the dier-
ences in assumptions of the subtyping rules and the replacement of the
[id-1] and [id-2] subtyping rules by the [base-g] rule.
 Because of the dierence in the organization of method types, the [rmd]
rule is replaced by the [gf-g] rule.
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One way to compare the [rmd] rule and the [gf-g] rule is to derive from the
[gf-g] rule one similar in format to the [rmd] rule. The rule we have in mind is
the following, which, as one can see by comparison, has a striking similarity to
the [rmd] rule.
[rmd-g]
A ` T
1
 T
0
1
; : : : ; A ` T
n
 T
0
n
A ` fT
1
; : : : ; T
n
; T
n+1
; : : : ; T
m
g  fT
0
1
; : : : ; T
0
n
g
if 0  n  m
The [rmd-g] rule can be derived from the [gf-g] rule as follows. Suppose the
hypotheses of the [rmd-g] rule hold. Then for each 1  i  n, there is some
1  j  m, namely i, since i  n  m, such that T
j
 T
0
i
, since T
i
= T
j
and
T
i
 T
j
. This fullling the hypothesis of the [gf-g] rule, so by the [gf-g] rule the
conclusion of the [rmd-g] rule follows.
We now propose to show how the simulation of the record model by the
generic function model carries over into the typings. What we are aiming at is
a theorem that says that if an expression type checks in the record model, then
the translation of that expressions (using toGF ) has the translated type in the
generic function model.
In order to bridge the gap between the by-name subtyping in the generic
function model and the structural subtyping in the record model, we rst need to
construct the set A of subtype relationships among class names that is required.
This is done by extracting all such subtyping relationships from the record
model's type rules, and forming them into a binary relation, which will be
reexive and transitive by denition of the subtyping rules.
atomicSubs(
c
) : (ClassId
n
! RecordMethDictType)! (ClassIdClassId)
atomicSubs(
c
) = f(I
1
; I
2
) j 
c
` I
1
 I
2
g
Second, we have to construct the type environment needed by the generic
function model from the record model's type environment. The data part can
be used unchanged, and we explain how to construct the generic function types
from the class part below.
simTenv : RTypeEnv ! GTypeEnv
simTenv(
r
; 
c
) = (
d
; 
f
)
where 
d
= 
r

f
= f(l; gfTfor (l; 
c
)) j RMD 2 range(
c
); l 2 domain(RMD)g
To construct a generic function type for a type environment and a label, we
collect the types of all the methods in the type environment with that label. This
works because the type attributes for methods are the same in both models. This
translation only produces generic function types that take a pair of arguments,
the rst of which is the type of the record model's self parameter.
gfTfor : (ClassId
n
! RecordMethDictType) Label! GenericFunctionType
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gfTfor (
c
; l) = f(I;D
1
)! D
2
j I 2 domain(
c
); (l : D
1
! D
2
) 2 
c
(I)g
Once the simulating type environment has been constructed, the following
theorem holds.
Theorem 3.3 Let (
r
; 
c
) 2 RTypeEnv be a type environment. Let E be a
client expression in the record syntax. Let T 2 DataType be a type. If (
r
; 
c
) `
E : T in the record model, then in the generic function model
atomicSubs(
c
); simTenv (
r
; 
c
) ` toGF(`E') : T:
Proof: Suppose (
r
; 
c
) ` E : T in the record model.
Let A and (pi
d
; 
f
) be as follows.
A = atomicSubs(
c
) (8)
(
d
; 
f
) = simTenv(
r
; 
c
) (9)
By denition of simTenv the following holds.

d
= 
c
(10)
We proceed by induction on the structure of the proof of this typing.
For the base case, E is an identier, I . Then by the proof rule [id], 
r
(I) = T .
Thus since 
d
= 
c
, we have 
d
(I) = T . Since toGF(`I') = I , the conclusion
follows from the proof rule [id-g].
For the inductive cases, the inductive hypothesis is that the result holds for
each subexpression.
Suppose E is of the form E
0
.l(E
1
). Then by the proof rule [msg], there are
types T
0
, T
1
, and S such that

c
` T
0
 [l : T
1
! S]; (11)
(
r
; 
c
) ` E
0
: T
0
; (12)
(
r
; 
c
) ` E
1
: T
1
: (13)
In this case toGF(`E
0
:l(E
1
)') = l(E
0
; E
1
). By the inductive hypothesis we
have the following.
A; (
d
; 
f
) ` (E
0
; E
1
) : (T
0
; T
1
) (14)
We can nish the proof in this case by using the [msg-g] typing rule, if we
can show that 
f
(l) is dened and A ` 
f
(l)  f(T
0
; T
1
)! Sg.
To show that 
f
(l) is dened, rst note that equation (11) makes T
0
a
subtype of a method dictionary type with label l in its domain. Since T
0
is the
type of an expression, it is an element of DataType by Lemma 3.2. But since T
0
is a subtype of a method dictionary type and an element of DataType, by the
record model subtyping rules T
0
must be an identier that is in the domain of 
c
.
Furthermore, by the subtyping rules, 
c
(T
0
) must be a subtype of [l : T
1
! S].
By Lemma 3.1, 
c
(T
0
) must have label l in its domain. Hence by construction
of simTenv , 
f
(l) is dened.
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Since 
f
(l) is dened, by denition of simTenv , 
f
(l) is gfTfor (l; 
c
). So by
denition of gfTfor , there are typesD
1
andD
2
such that (l : D
1
! D
2
) 2 
c
(T
0
)
and 
f
(l) contains the method type (T
0
; D
1
)! D
2
. By the subtyping rules for
the record model, this means that

c
` (D
1
! D
2
)  (T
1
! S): (15)
Thus by the subtyping rule [fun], we have

c
` T
1
 D
1
; (16)

c
` D
2
 S: (17)
Since D
1
and D
2
are elements of DataType, by denition of atomicSubs we have
in the generic function world
A ` T
1
 D
1
; (18)
A ` D
2
 S: (19)
It follows by the rules [re-g] and [prod-g] that
A ` (T
0
; T
1
)  (T
0
; D
1
): (20)
Now using [fun-g] we have that
A ` ((T
0
; D
1
)! D
2
)  ((T
0
; T
1
)! S): (21)
So by the [gf-g] rule, we have that
A ` f(T
0
; D
1
)! D
2
g  f(T
0
; T
1
)! Sg: (22)
Since 
f
(l) contains the method type (T
0
; D
1
)! D
2
, it follows by the [gf-g] (or
[rmd-g]) rule that
A ` 
f
(l)  f(T
0
; T
1
)! Sg: (23)
This completes the case for message send expressions.
Suppose E is of the form (E
1
; : : : ; E
n
), where n  0. Then the result follows
directly from the inductive hypothesis.
3.4 Monotonicity
So far we have ignored implementation-side type checking questions in our treat-
ment of the generic function model. These questions determine whether generic
function types are well formed in the sense that a call to a generic function will
be able to select a unique most-specic method [9, 10, 13]. Such considerations
have not concerned us, since we have only worried about type checking for client
expressions, and have assumed that appropriate methods were reected in the
type of a generic function.
However, there is at least one property of generic function types as a whole
that is a concern for client-side checking. This is the monotonicity property [45],
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which says that as more information is known about the values of expressions,
the type of the expression does not become larger, but can only become a
subtype of the type originally inferred for it [9, 10]. In terms of an operational
semantics, this says that if E reduces to E
0
, then the type of E
0
must be a
subtype of the type of E. Clearly such a property is necessary for type soundness
in a type system that regards static types as upper bounds.
One way to describe this condition is to require that in each generic function
type fD
1
! D
0
1
; : : : ; D
n
! D
0
n
g, whenever A ` D
i
 D
j
then D
0
i
 D
0
j
[9, Page
45]. We shall see another way of describing this condition in the next section.
In our simulation of the record model by the generic function model, does
the type environment constructed for the generic function model only contain
types that satisfy the monotonicity condition? Yes, as shown by the following.
Lemma 3.4 Let (
d
; 
c
) 2 RTypeEnv be a type environment. Let l be a label.
Then the generic function type gfTfor (
c
; l) satises the monotonicity condition.
Proof: Let A = atomicSubs(
c
). Without loss of generality, suppose that
fI
1
; : : : ; I
n
g = fI j l 2 domain(
c
(I))g: (24)
Further, for each 1  i  n let D
i
and D
0
i
be dened by
(l : D
i
! D
0
i
) 2 
c
(I
i
) (25)
Then we have
gfTfor (
c
; l) = f(I
1
; D
1
)! D
0
1
; : : : ; (I
n
; D
n
)! D
0
n
g (26)
Suppose for some 1  i  j  n,
A ` (I
i
; D
i
)  (I
j
; D
j
): (27)
It follows from [prod-g] that
A ` I
i
 I
j
(28)
A ` D
i
 D
j
(29)
By the formula (28), it follows that 
c
` 
c
(I
i
)  
c
(I
i
). Since these are method
dictionary types, by the looking at how the [rmd] rule aects the method for
the label l, we have

c
` (D
i
! D
0
i
)  (D
j
! D
0
j
): (30)
But by the [fun] rule, we obtain the desired result.

c
` D
0
i
 D
0
j
(31)
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3.5 Related Work
Many authors have studied the semantics and typing of OO languages. Few have
studied the relationship between the single-dispatching and multiple-dispatching
languages in detail.
One notable exception is Castagna. In his recent book [9], Castagna treats
the theory of generic function languages in detail. Chapter 3 of that book
is comparable to what we have done so far, in that Castagna treats a static,
class-based singly-dispatched language (KOOL) and compares it to a language
with CLOS-style generic functions (CBL). He shows how to add encapsulated
multi-methods (see Section 3.1.11 and [4]) to KOOL. Unlike our models, the
languages Castagna treats are full languages, and he thus compares aspects of
the implementation of objects that we ignore. The comparison, however between
the two languages is informal.
4 Algebraic Models
The class-based generic function model described above has several details that
are inessential from the point of view of client code:
 The data in an object is accessed through several named elds.
 Generic functions map class names (and tuples of names) to methods.
While these details correspond to implementations of languages like CLOS, Dy-
lan, and Cecil, they are not directly relevant for reasoning about client code.
Client code has no direct access to elds by denition. Furthermore, client
code can only call methods through generic functions; it has no direct access to
methods either.
Therefore, it is helpful to take an additional step of abstraction. This is
especially true if one is concerned with how to reason about client code that
uses objects, as opposed to reasoning about implementations of objects. This
abstraction step takes one from the generic function models described above to
various algebraic models.
4.1 Signatures
Another way to capture the monotonicity requirement for generic function types
is found in the work of Reynolds [45, 46] and of Goguen and Meseguer [22, 23]
on algebraic models. In the tradition of universal algebra, this work collects
the type information into a mathematical structure. We call this structure a
\signature with subtyping" (to distinguish it from signatures without subtypes).
A signature with subtyping consists of type names, the assumed preorder
on type names (now just written ), and the type information for generic func-
tions. The type information stored for generic functions is an abstraction of
the type attributes noted earlier. The important information is the mapping
from argument types to result types, which is needed to check calls to generic
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functions. This mapping is represented directly in the signature by the ResType
mapping. Doing this allows the crucial requirement of monotonicity to be stated
succinctly.
Denition 4.1 A signature with subtyping,  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType),
consists of:
 a nonempty set TYPE of type names,
 a preorder
2
 on TYPE, and by pointwise extension on TYPE
*
,
 a set OP of operation symbols, and
 a partial function, ResType:OP  TYPE
*
! TYPE
?
that is monotonic
in the following sense. Whenever ResType(g;
~
T ) is dened and
~
U 
~
T ,
then ResType(g;
~
U) is dened and ResType(g;
~
U)  ResType(g;
~
T ).
Note that the set of types is no longer closed under the formation of product
types, but in this respect we follow the algebraic tradition of \at" argument
lists.
The above denition essentially follows Reynolds [45, Pages 217{218]. The
set OP is what we called \Label" in the two models of objects discussed above.
In Goguen and Meseguer's work on order sorted algebra [23] [22, pp. 8{9],
there is a \monotonicity" condition on signatures that has the same eect as
the monotonicity condition on ResType above. Their \regularity" condition on
signatures has the eect of allowing the result type of an operator to be given
as a function of the arguments. Hence Goguen and Meseguer's denition of a
signature with subtyping is essentially equivalent to the one we use by Reynolds.
4.2 Subtype Polymorphic Algebras
It is traditional in algebraic models to ignore internal structure in data; this is
the main idea behind the algebraic approach to specication [20, 21, 26]. The
standard mathematical structure used in universal algebra, an algebra, is an
abstraction of the code used in an OO program. We will call our variant that
takes subtyping into account a \subtype polymorphic algebra."
Denition 4.2 Let  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType) be a signature with subtyp-
ing. A subtype polymorphic -algebra, A = (A;OP
A
), consists of:
 a family of sets A = hA
T
: T 2 TYPE i called the carrier of A, where A
T
is the carrier set of the type T , and
 a set of operation interpretations, OP
A
= fg
A
: g 2 OPg, where for each
g 2 OP, g
A
is a partial function of type A
*
! A
?
that agrees with the
signature  in the following sense. Whenever ResType(g;
~
T ) is dened
and ~o 2 A
~
T
, then g
A
(~o) 2
S
UResType(g;
~
T )
A
U
.
2
A preorder is a reexive and transitive binary relation.
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A type T 's carrier set, A
T
, is just a set; it models the values of objects of
type T . Sending a message named l is interpreted by calling the operation
interpretation l
A
, which abstracts away the details of looking up l in the generic
function model's environment, using the arguments to nd a method, and then
passing these arguments to the method.
The agreement condition on operation interpretations can be stated more
simply by dening an abbreviation for the union of all carrier sets of types
below a given type in the subtype ordering. We dene this as follows.
^
A
T
def
=
[
UT
A
U
(32)
With this denition, we can state that an operation interpretation must be such
that if ResType(g;
~
T ) = U and ~o 2 A
~
T
, then
g
A
(~o) 2
^
A
U
: (33)
The following constraint on the structure of subtype polymorphic algebras
follows trivially from the agreement condition. It is useful as something to keep
in mind about subtype polymorphic algebras.
Corollary 4.3 Let  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType) be a signature with subtyping.
Let A be a subtype polymorphic -algebra . Then for each g 2 OP, for U;U
0
2
TYPE, and for
~
S;
~
T 2 TYPE
*
, if ResType(g;
~
S) = U , ResType(g;
~
T ) = U
0
,
and ~o 2 A
~
S
\A
~
T
, then g(~o) 2
^
A
U
\
^
A
U
0
.
There are two variations on subtype polymorphic algebras that are impor-
tant for modeling OO programs. These variations are in how the carrier sets
of subtypes are related to the carrier sets of supertypes. In the rst kind of
model, the carrier sets of subtypes are subsets of the carrier sets of their super-
types' carrier sets. In the second the carrier sets are expected to be disjoint.
Although these variations primarily concern the carrier sets, they also aect the
mathematics of the operation interpretations.
4.3 Order-Sorted Algebras
Goguen and Meseguer's order-sorted algebras were originally designed to solve
expressiveness problems in algebraic specication [22, 23]. However, they can
also be seen as an abstraction of generic function languages in which subtypes
are required to be subsets [6, 41].
In order-sorted algebras, the carrier sets of subtypes must be subsets of the
carrier sets of their supertypes. Another way of putting this, used in the def-
inition below, is that a supertype's carrier set is the union of the carrier sets
of its subtypes. The motivation for this condition is that it allows operation
interpretations to be very simple | they are just functions. An operation inter-
pretation g
A
works on subtypes because functions work on all subsets of their
domains. Hence subtype polymorphism is modeled in a natural way, without
any additional mathematical complications.
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Denition 4.4 Let  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType) be a signature with subtyp-
ing. A subtype polymorphic -algebra A is a order-sorted -algebra if and only
if for each T 2 TYPE, A
T
=
^
A
T
.
Our denition of order-sorted algebras diers from Goguen and Meseguer's
[22, Page 10] only in that they do not use polymorphic operation interpreta-
tions. Instead, they index operation symbols by their types. This is equiva-
lent to writing operation symbols with subscripts, such as g
~
S;U
0
. Goguen and
Meseguer give interpretations symbols separately for each index. In doing so,
they are obligated to state an additional monotonicity condition on the opera-
tion interpretations g
A
~
S;U
0
and g
A
~
T ;U
when
~
S 
~
T . This condition is that g
A
~
S;U
0
equals g
A
~
T;U
on A
~
S
[22, Page 10].
This kind of model is related to the ideal model used by MacQueen et al.
[38, 39, 40]. It was originally designed to deal with recursive types, but was
adapted by Cardelli and others to give a semantics to models of object-oriented
languages [7].
4.4 Category-Sorted Algebras
If the carrier sets of all types are disjoint from the carrier sets of every other
type, including their supertypes, then one can assign unique types to values in
the algebra's carrier set. The notion that somehow, values of subtype objects
are similar to values of supertype objects can be captured by using coercion
functions. These coercion functions map values of a subtype into the carrier
set of their supertype. This is the idea behind Reynolds's \category-sorted
algebras" [45, 46].
3
Denition 4.5 Let  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType) be a signature with subtyp-
ing. A pair (A; c), is a category-sorted -algebra if and only if
 A is a subtype polymorphic -algebra with disjoint carrier sets for each
type,
 for all g 2 OP,
~
T 2 TYPE
*
, and U 2 TYPE, if ResType(g;
~
T ) = U , then
g
A
: A
~
T
! A
U
, and
 c = hc
S!T
: S 2 TYPE ; T 2 TYPE ; S  T i is a family of coercion
functions such that
{ whenever S  T , c
S!T
: A
S
! A
T
,
{ c
T!T
is the identity on A
T
,
3
Reynolds does not require explicitly that the carrier sets be disjoint, although the machin-
ery seems better motivated with this condition. In addition, Reynolds's denition is stated in
terms of category theory and is thus more concisely stated than ours and in some ways more
general. Our denition can be seen as a restriction of his to simple categories, in which there
is only one way in which one type may be a subtype of another, and consequently a unique
coercion.
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{ whenever S  T and T  U , then c
S!U
= c
T!U
 c
S!T
,
{ and the following functorial property is satised. Whenever U 2
TYPE, ResType(g;
~
T ) = U ,
~
S 
~
T , ResType(g;
~
S) = U
0
, and ~o 2
A
~
S
, then
c
U
0
!U
(g(~o)) = g(c
~
S!
~
T
(~o)):
The functorial property can be thought of in several ways. One way is a
specication of the conditions that an operation must satisfy for a subtype.
If the coercions are invertible, then one can also use the functorial property
to actually dene what the operations of a subtype do. That is, whenever
U 2 TYPE , ResType(g;
~
T ) is dened,
~
S 
~
T , and ~o 2 A
~
T
, then
g(~o) = c
 1
U
0
!U
(g(c
~
S!
~
T
(~o))) (34)
When the coercions are invertible, this equation may thus be taken as a simple
model of method inheritance.
4.5 Comparisons
A starting place for comparing order-sorted and category-sorted algebras is the
fact that a subset relationship can be modeled by a coercion function. That is,
if A
S
 A
T
, then there is an identity injection i
S!T
dened by i
S!T
(o) = o
that can act as a coercion function [45, Page 217]. Using these as the coercion
functions almost makes an order-sorted algebra into a category-sorted algebra,
but our denition of a category-sorted algebra also requires that the carrier sets
of each type be disjoint.
To accomplish this, for each signature  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType) we
dene the function osa2csa

as follows. This function makes the carrier sets
of the various types disjoint by tagging them with their type. The coercion
functions simply adjust the type tag, and the operation interpretations ignore
the type tag.
osa2csa

(hA
T
: TYPE i;OP
A
) = ((A
0
;OP
A'
); i
0
)
where A
0
= hA
0
T
: TYPE i
A
0
T
= f(T; v) : v 2 A
T
g
OP
A'
= fg
A'
: g 2 OPg
g
A'
((T
1
; o
1
); : : : ; (T
n
; o
n
)) = (ResType(g; (T
1
; : : : ; T
n
)); g
A
(o
1
; : : : ; o
n
))
i
0
= hi
0
S!T
: S 2 TYPE ; T 2 TYPE ; S  T i
i
0
S!T
(S; o) = (T; o)
This denition gives the following.
Lemma 4.6 Let  be a signature with subtyping. Let A be an order-sorted
-algebra. Then osa2csa

(A) is a category-sorted -algebra.
Thus from an order-sorted algebra, one can immediately obtain a category-
sorted algebra.
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The converse construction is very useful for our model theoretic studies of
behavioral subtyping. It can be accomplished in two steps.
First, a category-sorted algebra can be made into a subtype polymorphic
algebra by simply forgetting the coercion functions. This fullls the denition
of a subtype polymorphic algebra trivially.
Second, and more interestingly, we can make an arbitrary subtype polymor-
phic algebra into an order-sorted algebra. This is accomplished by dening the
carrier set of each type of the order-sorted algebra to be the union of the carrier
set of that type and all its subtypes in the original algebra.
For a given signature  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType), we dene the following
function to do this translation.
toOSA

(A; fg
A
: g 2 OPg) = (h
^
A
T
: T 2 TYPE i; fg
A
: g 2 OPg)
Then by denition of order-sorted algebra we have the following.
Corollary 4.7 Let  = (TYPE ;;OP;ResType) be a signature. If A be a
subtype polymorphic -algebra, then toOSA(A) is an order-sorted -algebra.
To summarize, it is possible to translate each kind of algebraic model into
the others. The translation to order-sorted algebras is a semantic counterpart
to the subsumption rule of various type systems (e.g., [7]), in which if o has type
S and S  T , then o has type T . The of translation to category-sorted algebras
is a semantic counterpart to the implementation of OO languages, in which each
object typically has a unique type tag. In terms of proving properties of OO
systems, subtype polymorphic algebras impose the least restrictive conditions
on the construction of algebras, and so may be preferable for that reason.
5 Conclusions
In this paper we have tried to relate several models of objects. We rst related
static, class-based record models to class-based generic function models. The
generic function models can be seen as a rearrangement of the information in
the record models. However, this rearrangement has some practical advantages
for programming [4, 11].
While the generic function models have various advantages, it is important to
note the assumptions behind our simulation of the record model by the generic
function model. We believe that the simulation is only possible for a static,
class-based record model. Although we have no proof of this, there seems to
be no way to nd all the methods without having a statically-known set of
classes. There also seems to be no way for a generic function to distinguish
between objects that should behave dierently but which have the same data,
unless objects are tagged with their some information (their class) which tells
what method should be used. Note that the class of an object, since it must
be statically known, cannot be the object's identity, otherwise the assumption
about classes being statically-known would be violated.
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We also related the type systems of the record and generic function models.
Our simulation of the record-based models was shown to preserve typing. This is
another indication of how straightforward it is for the generic function model to
simulate the static, class-based record model. It also points out the similarities
of the two type systems. In particular, the rule for subtyping generic function
types is closely related to the rule for subtyping method dictionaries.
An interesting dierence between type systems for the record model and
the generic function model is that the generic function model seems better
suited to by-name type checking and subtyping. For the record model, one
can use either structural or by-name type checking and subtyping. However, in
the generic function model, it seems dicult to decide subtyping structurally,
because there is no easy way to obtain useful information about the methods
that apply to an object, which is what is used to do structural subtyping in the
record model. This reects the fact that objects in the generic function model
are not self-interpreting.
To summarize, it appears that single-dispatching and multiple dispatching
languages, while closely related, each have advantages that are not oered by
the others. This suggests to the language designer that perhaps some hybrid
might be advantageous. The ability of the generic function model to dispatch
on tuples, and the record model's lack of dispatch on tuples hints at one way
the two mechanisms might be grafted together.
Algebraic models related to Goguen and Meseguer's order-sorted algebras
and Reynolds's category-sorted algebras are best seen as abstractions of the
generic function models. However, because the generic function model can easily
simulate static, class-based record models, algebraic models can also be seen as
abstractions of standard single-dispatching languages.
The category-sorted and order-sorted algebras turn out to be easily trans-
latable into each other. Category-sorted algebras retain the avor of class-based
OO languages in that if objects are tagged with their class, then the carrier sets
of each class are disjoint. Order-sorted algebras embody the idea that, since the
objects of a type's subtypes can all act like objects of that type, eectively a
supertype's carrier set contains its subtype's carrier sets. Subtype polymorphic
algebras can be seen as a common abstraction of these two kinds of models.
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